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NEW YORK: The Lotos Club
NEW YORK: The Brasserie
Regional grips & grins
Alumni say “cheese” at Washington, Rochester and
New York City events
Christine H. Farley ’94 and Vice Provost for
Faculty Affairs and Frank G.Raichle Pro-







Joseph A.Kresse ’95 and wife Andrea
Michael J. Surgalla
Jr. ’82 and Lucy P.
Weaver ’05



























Thomas R.Bremer ’79 and wife Sandy
Left to right:Hon.Thomas M.Van Strydonck’73,Hon.Kenneth R.Fisher andMuchael R.Wolford ’68
Assistant DeanKaren R.Kaczmarski’89 and Douglas W.Dimitroff ’89
Hon. Elena Cacavas-Schietinger ’85
Judge Eugene F.Pigott












Left, left to right:
Craig K.Beiderman ’10,Michael T.Birkby ’10
and Gordon Hepworth ’10
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